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TANK TESTS TO DETERMINE
LENGTH, WIDTH,
THE EFFECT ON PLANING-TAIL HULLS OF VARYING
AND PLAN-FORM TAPER OF AFTERBODY
By JOHNR DA-ivso~, ROBEIWC. _WALTER,and ELIZABETHS. HAY
SUMMARY
7’ests were conducted in. Langley tank no. 2 on models of an
unconventional jlying-boat hull called a planing-tail hull to
determine the e~ects on resistance of tw-ying a number of
afterbody parameter~. The ejects of wmying length, Width,
and plan-form taper ~f the afterbody tire pre8ented. Tesi%
were made with afterbodies of two widths, two lengths, and two
tapers. In the tests the depth of step and the angle oj afterbody
keel were held constant..
In general, the planing#ail hulls had much lower resistance
than conventional huh%. A typical conrentiona[ hull compared
with a planing-tail hull had ~0 percent greater resistance at
the hump speed andjrom 76 percent ~omore than 100 percent
greater resistance near the get-away speed; but in an actual
application of the planing-tail hull the center of graoity would
have to be located aft of the step in order to obtain the reduction
in retitance at hump speed.
It was concluded that decreasing the width of the a$erbody of
a planing-tail hull increased the resistance at hump speed,
decreased the trimming moment8 required to obtain best trim,
and moced forward the location of the center of gratnly required
to qice best trim at the hump speed. Increasing the lenqth qf
the afterbody of a planing-tail hull decreused the resistance
orer a[most the whole speed range, reduced the ruriation of trim
uzith speed, and mored ajl the location of the center of grauity
required to obtain best trim at the hump speed. Tapering the
plan form of the afterbody reduced the resistance ocer the lower
half of the speed range and had little e$ect on the resistance at
high 8peed8. Plan-form taper also moced forward the location
of the center of graltiy required to obtain best trim at the hump
speed.
INTRODUCTION
The hTACA flyi~-boat hull with a pointed step (reference
I) -was introduced as a cofigumtion that would have Iow
water resistance at high speeds because of its inherently
deep step. The results of prelimina~ tests made on modeIa
with a hull simiIar to the type used in reference 1, caki a
pkming-tail hull, are presented in reference 2. The hlACA
p~aning-tail hull has a pointcd-step forebody in combina-
tion with a very Iong afterbody that extends back to the
region where the tail surfaces TVOUIC1be attached; thus no
tail extension is required. The results from reference 2
showed that the phming-tail hull not only would have the
low resistante at high speecls that is characteristic of the
pointed-step hulls but also would have very low hump
resistance. The results also indicated that the longitudinal
stability of planing-tail hulls on the water vvould be less
criticaI than that of conventional huh, whereas the
direction instabdit.y found in pointed+tep models -ivai
eliminated.
Tests have been made in Langley tank no. 2 to determine
the effects on resistante of varying a number of afterbody
parameters of the planing-tail hulI. The effect of varying
Iength, width, and plan-form taper of the afterbody is given
in the present paper. In the tests the clepth of step and ___
angIe of afterbody kecdwere held constant. ,
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS
The data of the tests were reduced to the usual non-
dimensional coefficients based on Froude’s la-w. These coeffi-
cients are ()CA load coefficient -$
c,
()
Vspeed coefficient T
-Jgb
()Cn resistance coefhient $
()CM trimming-moment coefficient :4
c. ()draft coefficient ~
where
A
~.7
R
M
d
w
9
b
load on water, pounds
speed, feet per second
resistance, pounds
trimming moment, pound-feet
draft at step, feet
spec%c weight of water, pounds per cubic foot
(63.0 lblcu ft in these tests)
acceleration of gravity, feet per second per second
.ma.xinmmbeam of hull (1.08 ft) -.
DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
In order to avoid undesired effects of secondary variables
not under study, the models were made with afterbodies of
very simple form. Fillets and fairinga were omitted; conse-
quently the models would require further refinements before
being made into hulls of good aerodynamic shape.
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FIGUREl.—Llnesof Langleytank model163A-11.
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The lines of tho models are given in figures 1 to 3. The
forebody used in all models was the forebody of model 35-A,
a pointed-step hull hating an angle of dead rise of 200 and
no chine flare (referenc~ 3). This forebody was arranged so
that various afterbodies could be attached; two types of
attachment blocks were used for this purpose. (Compare
@. 1 and 2,) Both of these attachment blocks cleared the
water below hump speed, and check tests made with one
con~uration showed that the eflect of changing attachment
blocks was negligible,
All models of the present tests had a depth of step of
(ALdbmsfona we In Inch.)
1[‘.=12 [-—-— -—. — -
L ‘:---” Y
1 I Model
16.X-II a72
A53J-fI 200
FIGURES.–L.fnesot ta~red afterbody. (Alld[mensionaare In fnches,)
4.50 inclws and an angle of afterbody keel of 4°. The eon-
figumtions that were tested are listed in the fol[owing table
with the dimensions expressed in terms of the maximum
beam:
ume~urk i%jjw!J
.t ‘
Wid~@cJOJtJoely Plnnform
-.
163A-X 4.f13
LK?-11 o.3(?J Rcct#ogular4.fm .277IS3D-11
Ilmmw: i?%’ Ak3#.a?a
hl$) .W?to .164 “%!W’
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Speed coefficient, Cv
FIGUEE4.-had curie bassdcmwnstmt UftcoeSic&nt.
TEST PROCEDURE
The tests were made by the specific method. The load
on the model was applied by dead weights. In order to
simpltiy the tests, wing lift was assumed to vary only as the
Squ;re of the speed, and the parabolic load curve given in
figure 4 was used in aII tests. Fixed-trim runs were made
at ccmstant speeds, and resistance, draft, and trimming
moments were measured for each run. A sticient number
of trims were investigated to give b-t trim, zero trimming
~ments for the center of moments used, and enough data
for free-to-trim curves to be derived for a center-of-gmvity
location that would give best trim at the hump speed.
In order to obtain the resistance, the air drag of the towing
gear was deducted from the measured resistance but the air
drag of the modeI -wasnot deducted. The plotted values of
resistance, therefore, incIude the hydrod-ynamic, resistance
and the air drag of the modeI.
At high speeds and low trims the afterbodies of the models
were clear of aII -rater and spray. Under these conditions,
the resistance of the compIete model can dHer from that of
the forebody aIone by only the small differences in ah drag.
Data from unpublished tests made with the forebody alone
were compared with redts from some of the present tests
made with the compIete configurations; under conditions in
which the rtfterbodies of the complete models were clear of
the water, the resisttmcewas found to be negligibly affected
by the presence of the afterbody. Data from the forebody
t%sts-weretherefore used for some of the modeIs in the speed
regiona where the afterbodies were clear, and only sticient
test runs were made with the complete model in this region
to determine whether the afterbodies were definitely clear of
the water.
The towing gear used in the present tests was of the same
type as that used in the tests of reference 1. With this type
of gear it n-as possible to observe whether any of the direc-
tional instability encountered with pointed-step models
(reference 1) would be found with the planing-tail models.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The fixed-trim data for all mocleIsme given in figures 5 to
9. These figures include curves of resistance, draft, and
~-moment coefficients plotted against speed coeffi-
cient with trim as a parameter.
The only directional instability observed in the tests oc-
curred for aIl the models at a trim of 4° between speed
coefficients of 2.o and 3.o. In this speed range a trim of 4° is
too IO-Wto be of interest in a practical application and the
curves of figures 5 to 9 show thut the resistante is very much
greater at a trim of 4° than at higher trims.
In order to show the effects of the several parameters
under investigation (length, width, and plan-form taper of
afterbody), both best-trim and free-to-him (zero-trimming-
moment) curves were derived for each model. (See figs.
10 to 13). Free-to-trim resistance characteristics are neces-
sarily a function of the location of the center of gravity. In
o /.0 20 5!0 4.0 50 60 Zo R(I
Speed coeffiu>nt CV - --
FIGUEE5.—ResMancc,trimmln&moment,and drsft chsrsctcristka of model 163.4-11at
fixedtrim.
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order to compare free-to-trim data of hulls of diilerent forma,
it is therefore necessary to establish a criterion for the selec-
tion of the centers of gravity at which the comparisons are to
be made. The use of a location of the center of gravity that
ie a constant distance from some arbitrary point on the model,
such as the step, does not always give a fair comparison be-
cause the optimum value for this distance may not be the
same for each hull. The free-to-trim curves presented here-
in, therefore, were derived for a center-of-wavity location
that would result in zero trimming moment for best trim at
hump speed, and trimming-moment coefficients given for
best trim were detmnined for the. same center of grayity.
The locations of the center of gravity that resulteclfrom this
procedure are shown in the sketches of figures 10 to 13.
EFFECT OF DECREASING WIDTH OF AFTERBODY
The effect of varying the width of the afterbody is pre-
sented in f@res 10 and 11. A comparison of models
163A-11 and 163G-11 shows that decreasing the width of
the afterbody from 0.395b to 0.277/J increased the resistance
at hump speed and had a. negligible effect on the resistance
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at hig~_speeds. These effects were obtained in both the
free-to-trim and bestitrim conditions.
The magnitude of the trimming moments required to
obtain beet trim at high speeds was decreased by decreasing
the width of the afterbody.
Decreasing the width of the aftcrbody had only negligihlr
effects Qnbest trim and on the trim Io! the free-to-t.rim con-
dition. 11~ fact, the cliffwences in the free-to-trim curves
were less than 10 throughout most of the spcwl range.
Deugasing the width of the aftarbody moved fomvnd
the location of t~~ecenter of gravity that gave bw.t trim at
the hump speed.
EFFECT OF INCREASING LENGTH OF AFTERBOT)Y
Incre&ing the length of the afterbcxly from 4.00b to 5.(iOL
(models 163A-1 1 and 103D-11 in figs. 10 and 11) decreased
the resistance over nearly the whole spt&l range foi boih
the b~htrim and free-to-trim conditions. The diffwcuc.es
between the curves of the free-to-trim and best-trim resistance
were reduced by increasing the length of the aftm%ody.
.
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Flamm 7.–ReaMame, trhmnlng-moment,aad tit chnmeterfslla ol mmlrl 153D-11nt
M trim.
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Over most of the speed range the free-to-trim resistance of
the modeI with the Iong afterbody (model 163D-11, fig. 11)
was actually less than the best-trim rwistance of the modeI
with the short afterbody (model 163A–11, @. 10). Length-
ening the afterbocly reduced the resistance at hump speed
to such an Went that the resistance curve is approximately
parabolic in shape.
Increasing the length of the afterbody reduced the varia-
tion of trim with speed for both the besbtrim and free-to-
trim conditions. In the free-to-trim condition, the trim of
model 163D–11 varied only 1%0throughout the whoIe speed
range. Lengthening the afterbody, however, moved aft the
center-of-gravity location for best trim at the hump speed;
and the center of gra-rity to which these data apply is ahnost
1 beam aft of the step.
At both the best-trim and free-to-trim conditions the long
afterbody of model 163D–11 was in the water at all speeds.
At best trim, ho-ivever, the afterbodieg of models 163A-11
and 163G11 cIermedthe water at a speed coefficient of ap-
proximately 4.0 and were not wetted at higher speeds; con-
sequently, the complete models had almost the sameresistance
Fmxm S.–Re#stmce,trfrnmIng-moment,auddraftcharacteristicsof mcdel1F3C-11at
flxcdtrim.
as the forebocly alone. The resistance at high speed of model
163D–I 1 with both the afterbody and the forebody planing
w-as therefore less than the resistance at best trim of the
forebody.
EFFECT OF TAPEEING AFTEEBOD!?
The effect of varying pkm-form taper of the afterbody is
shown in figures 12 and 13. The straight tapered aft.er-
bodies, models 163J-11 and 163C–11, had the same length as
the long rectangular afterbody, model 163D-11, but the
tapered afterbodie’s had considerably more area of bottom.
(See @s. 2 and 3.) Both models 163J-I 1 and 163C-11 had
less resistance over the lower half of the speed range than the
model with the long rectangular afterbody and hacI approxi-
mately the same resistance at high speeds. The resistance
curves for the tapered a.ftw%odiesare generally the same in
shape as those for the long rectangular afterbody in {hat the
pealis at the hump speeds have been eliminat-eclso that the
curves are approximately parabolic in shape. Variation in
the amount of taper of the afterbody did not appreciably
affect resistance.
I t I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I J
o Lo .20 30 60 m 8L”
Speed co%cien?°Cv .
FIWEE 9.–Resistwx?qMroming-rnoment,and draftchsmcterfsfimC4model16zHI at
&d trhm
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FIGUEE10.—Effecton beet-trfmchamcterktfceof varying length end width of efterhody.
The locations of the center of gravity required for best trim
at the hump -were fairly far aft for the models with the
tapered afterbodies, but increasing the taper moved this
location forward.
COMPAIUSON OF PLANING-TAIL HULL9 WITH. A CONVENTIONAL HULL
The characteristics of one tapered-afterbody planing-tail
model (model 163J–11) are compared with those of a repre-
sentative conventional hull (designated hull A) in figure 14.
In this figure, curves of resistance coef%cient, trimming-
moment coefEcient, and trim are given at best trim for both
Ml A and model 163J–11. together with the free-to-trim
resistance coefficient for model 163J–11.
The use of coe5cients as given in figures 14 and 15 results
in a comparison on the basis of equal beams for both hulls.
When compared on this basis, model 163J–11 would be
approximately 0.8 of a beam longer than hull A.
The best-trim reaktance of the planing-tail hull was lower
than that of the conventional hull throughout almost all the
speed range. The cfitical regions for resistance are no~ally
at the hump speed and near the gehway speed. In these
.
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regions even the free-to-trim resistance of the phming-tail
hull was noticeably lower thrmthe best-trim resistance of tho
conventional hull. At the hump speed the rcsishmce of
Ml A was 40 percent greater than that of the planing-tail
huIl, and near the get-away speed the resistance of hull A
was from 75 to more than 100 percent greater.
At ktermediate planing speeds in the region CV=4.O t.o
5.5, the trimming moments required to obtain best trim
were significantly higher for the planing-tail hull thtin for the
conventional hull. In this region, however, the small dinfer-
ences between the curves of the free-to-trim and bust-trim
resistance showed that the resistance would be incrcascd
only sIightly if aorodpmrnic moments available wvw in-
adequate to obtain best trim.
In the high-speed region the best trim of the planing-tail
hull was higher than that of the conventiomd hull. IU this
region the best trim of the conventiomd M1 was low bc-
Cuuseat higher trims. spray from the forcbody struck tho
afterbody and this “af terbody interference” tended to in-
crease resisttmceo Because of the deep pointed step of tho
planing-tail hull, the spray from the forcbody did not striko
the afterbody; even in configurations in which the aftwbody
was of such length and width that it rode in the water at
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FIGURE12-Effeet on best-trimdmrocteristicsoft8peringefterbody.
high speeds (model 163D-1 1), the spray from the forebody
still did not strike the afterbody in any appreciable quantity.
At high speeds the best trim of the complete planing-tail
hull was therefore approximately the same as that of the
forebody done. At speed coefficients greater than 3.0 the
best trims for the planing-tail hulls tested were, in general,
within 1° of those given in reference 4 for a simple planing
surface with the same angle of dead rise (20°).
In figure 15 the ratio of load to rwistance (A/12) at best
trim is plotted against speed coefficient for alI the models
tested—also for huII A. Hull A had a value of A/R at the
hump speed of only 4.5, whereas the planing-tail hulls with
tapered afterbodies had values of A/R of about 6.5 at the
same speed coef6cient (2.6). At high speeds A/R did not
decrease so rapidly for the planing-tfiil modeIe as for hull A.
The value of A/R for model163J–11 at 90 percent of get-away
speed was approximately 5.5, which is a value much greater
than that usually obtained for conventional hulls at such a
speed coefficient.
GENERAL REMARKS
Lo-iv resistance characteristics appem to be inherent in
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FIQLTEE13.—EfWton L_ee4G-trh.uchawteristics of tapering efterbody.
the planing-tail type of hull. The low resistance at high
speeds, which is characteristic of the pointed-step hull, has
been retained in the planing-t.ail hulI and, at the same time,
the hump resistance has been decreased to a marked degree
by an increase in the length of the afterbody. The trimming-
moment characteristics of the configurations that give
lovwt resistance are such that the center of gravity would
have to be located aft of the step in order to obtain best
trim for a practiwd application. This location would t+nd to
increase the length of the hull forward of the wing.
The models with tapered afterbodies, which have lower
water resistance, would tend to have 1sssair drag than the
models with rectangular afterbodies.
The limited tests reported in reference 2 give the only data
available on the longitudinal stability characteristics of
planing-tail hulls. A comprehensive investigation of these
Aaract.ristics would be desirable in order h obtain a more
complete evaluation of the worth of this type of hull. An
investigation of the effects on rwistance of further variations
in aftabody parameters would determine whether lower
resistance curves than those of the present tests could be
obtained,
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$ipeed coefficient C.
FIGURE14.—ComParfe0nofC.hereefstianeecbaraeterfstfcaofa P!enhmtallhnll wlti thccwofa
eonventfondhull.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of tank tests to. determine the effect of varying
design parameters of planing-tail hulls led h the following
conclusions:
I. Planing-tail hulls of the type tested had inherently
much lower resistance than conventional bulls at both the
hump-speed and lightspeed parts of the take-off run. A
typical conventional hull compared with a planing-tail hull
had 50 percent greater resistanceat the hump speed and from
75 percent to more than 100 percent greater resistance near
the get-away speed; but in an actual application of the
phming-tail hull, the. center of gravity would have to be
located aft of the step in order to obtain the reduction in
resistance at hump speed.
2. Deere@ the width of the afterbody of a planing-tail
hull increased the rmistance at hump speed, decreased the
trimming moment required to obtain best trim, and moved
forward the location of the center of gravity required to
obtain best trim at the hump speed.
3. Increasing the length of the afterbody of a planing-tail
hull decreased the resistance over ahnost the whole speed
H+d?kEHliiiiiiil
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FIGUSE16.-ComparLwnofloed-resistanceratiosofpIanlns-t.aU lndlaandsmnvontfonal hull.
range, reducecl the variation of trim with spcccl for both lho
best-trim and free-to-trim conditions, and mo~’c~l.aft ~h~
location of the center of gravity required to obtain zero
trimming moment for best trim at the hump speed.
4. Tapering the plan form of the afterbody of a plnning-
tail hull reduced the resistance over the lower half of the
speed range and had litiIe efTect on the resistance at high
speeds. ” Plan-form taper also moved forward the location of
the center of gravity required to obtsin best trim at the hump
speed.
LANGLEY h~EMXWL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NAm-ONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA,, Janwy 7, 19W.
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